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SUMMARY
An airplane in steady rectilinear flight was assumed
to experience an initial disturbance in rolling–or ~ing
Teloci’ty. The equations of motion were solved to see if
it were possible to hasten recovery of a sta%le airplane
or to secure recovery of an unstable airplane by the ap-
plication of a single lateral control following an exponen-
tial lat7.
The sample computations indicate that, for initial
disturbances complex in character, it ‘ii-Oura%e difficult
to secure correlation with one type of exponential cOn%??O~.
The possibility is visualized that two-control operation
may seriously inpair the ability to hasten recovery or
counteract instability.
INTRODUCTION
An investigation was recently made for the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics of the motion of the
two-control airplane (i.e. , one with either aileron or
rudder control eliminated) in rectilinear flight following
initial d.istur%ance~ due to gusts or other causes.
The general plan of” attack was as follows. An air- ‘
plane in steady rectilinear flight was assumed to experi-
ence an initial disturbance in rolling velocity or yawing ~-
velocity. Its motion without application of the controls
‘was found (by the use of oporator methods) and appropri-
ately plotted. Then a single control (either rudder or
aileron) was assumed .as hetng applied in e, simple fashion
realizable by a gilot. The equations of motion were ag=in
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solved, and the results plotted. From the solutions of
tho equations and from the curves, it was sought to answer
the fo~lowing questions:
1. Under such types of initial lateral disturbances,
is it possible to hasten recovery substantially In tho
case of a stable airplane by the application of only a
siagle,lateral control?
2. Under such types of initial lateral disturbances,
is it possi%l.o to secure ~ecovery in the case of an un-
stable airplane by the application of only a single lat-
err.1 control?
l?hc curves obtained as a resuLt of typical calcula-
tions and qualitative answers (which appear to b-e of somo
degroo of general applicability) h tho forogoing ques-
tions o,ro prosentod tn this noto. .
Tho application of the controls is represented by an
!
oxponontial law, with a negative exponoat, so that the .
control at maximum power when first introduced into tho
motion can be docrcased more or 10SS rapidly with tine.
.
Thu S, if the equations of lateral motion are writtOn
in the form:
-Lvv+(D-Lm)p-Lrr =0
.,
- NVT - Npp + (D - Nr”) r = O
Tho offoct of the controls can tie introduced by re-
writing-the. cq,uation as:
D (D * Yv) V - (YmD + 170D + g)~ + (UOD - g60 - yrD)$ ~ O
- Lvv + (D - Ln) p - Lrr = Loett
- ITvv - HnP + (D - Nr) r = Noent
..
The maximun power of the centrals c?n be changed by
giving Lo and NO different values, and the rate c.t
which the controls decrease in power can be changed by
giving I and .n different negative values.
—
—
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The effect of initial disturbances Pot ros To can
%e studied %y writing:
D (D -Tv)v- (ypD + WOD + g)g + (U. - g60 - YrD)$ = O
- Lv~ + (D - LP).P - Lr~ = DPO + LoeTt
- Nvv - Npp + (D - Nr) r = Dro + Noe~~
The o“perator methods of solution of these equations
are now so well understood ad ijo need no explanation in
the present note. .-
—.
The calculations were applied to the following air-
craft :
I- The N.A.C.A. “average u airmlane of slightlY Un-
stable characteristics, in horizontal-flight at cruising
attitude.
II - The Bristol llFighterll at an angle of attack of ___
00, giving stabl’e characteristics, in gliding flight.
—.
’111 - The Bristol llFighterll at an angle of attack of
16° near the stall, giving unstable characteristics, in
gliding flight. ., _
similar investigations mere m~,de with initial disturba-
nces i~ angle of bank which, of course, indirectly pro-
duce di.sturla.nces or motions in rolling and ‘yawing veloci-
ty, as well as in sideslip velocities. Other calculations
.—
were also made in regard to the application of constant
couples rmd of constant couples cut off at a point ~rior
to resumption of an even keel by the aircraft. The results
of these calculations are on file With the Committee and
will not’ %e dealt with in t’he ~r~sent note. It may be
said, hovever, that these calculations lead to coiiElusions
in general fundamental agreement 17ith the conclusions drawn
from the calculations summarized in the present note.
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I- CALCULATIONS FOR THE I?.A.C.A, AVERAGE AIRPLANX
Characteristics of the Average Airplane
The airnlane selected for the first set of experimental
calculati.ons’ was the N.A.C.A. average airplane as described
in reference 1:
TyF e : Monoplane, two-passenger; aspect” ratio 6; rec-
tangular, rounded-tip, Clark Y wing; dihedral
angle, 1°.
Dimensions :
Weight . . . . . . . . . . . 1,600 lb. .
Wing span . . .“. . . . . . %? ft.
.
IVingareaw=. .i . . . . 1’71 Sq. ft.
Area of fin and rudder . . 10.8 sq. ft.
Tail length . ... . . . . . 14=6 ft.
mkx= . . . . , . . . . . . 1,216 slug-ft%s
mkza . . . . . , . . . . . 1,700 slug-ft.8
Stability derivatives: Taken f-or cruising speed,
U. = 150 ft./see.; CG = 0.35
Lr Np Nr
‘$
-5.44 1.11 -2.16 -o. 20? -0.913 5.52
Lv =
LE/Uo
=
-0.0144 = 0.0368
—
:1
:
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One condition for lateral stability is commonly taken
to be
LvNr > LrNv
Substituting from the foregoing table, it is found
that LvNr = 0.01315 an a “LrNv = 0.04085, so that the
aifiplane is spirally unstable as might be inferred. from
the low value of the dihe-dral.
The values of the four roots of the determinantal
equation are:
Al = 0.02896
A~ = - 5.43422
A3=- 0.~738~ + 2,35095 i
h airplane with a slight degree of spiial instabil-
ity is definitely of interest in the-study of two-control
operation. Since the effect of the dihedral varies with
the attitude of flight and becomes uncertain -at high an-
gles of attack, even an airplane with large dihedral may
be spirally unstable in certain attitudes.
Free Motion under Initial Disturbances
An o%vious preliminary to the study of two-control
operation is the study of the free motion under initial
disturbances, so as to establish what the controls have to
accomplish in securing or hastening recovery. Init”ial
disturbances might be introduced into the motion %y con-
sidering the effects of certain gusts and inagining these
gusts to cease at a given instant. For the purposes of .
this investigation, it is, however, quite as useful to in-
troduce ar%itrary initial disturbances following the prac-
tice of British writers on allied topics. Nor is the mag-
nitude of such- disturbances particularly important, so long
as they are within the Tower of the controlling monents.
The first initial disturbance studied was that of Q
rolling velocity p. = 0.5 radian per second, -which might
be imagined aS being introduced %y a Very powerful “and
briefly acting gust under one wing %iy, with yaw pr~vente~
%y the rudder; or it night be regarded
kion aue to over-energetic application
as the residual mo-
of the ailerons.
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The complete solutions for motions in roll and yaw
due to the initial disturbance p. are given by the f%l-
lowing equations:
p= 0.00254 e0”028g6t -!-0.496’7e-5”4342t
+- 0.0088e-0”47367t COS (2.35095t + 1.4710) (I-1)
r = 0.01873e0*028ggt + 0.01495 e-5”4342*
.-
- 0.0371e-0”47387* co~ ~2.35095t ””-004540) (1:2)
These motions are illustrated in the curves of fig-
ures 2 and. 2.
The resultingmotion in p $s therefore coupound-ed
of an exponential term with a small coefficient that in-
.
.-
crea~oe slowly; an exponential term with a large coeffi- 1
cient hut very rapid damping; and an “oscillat-kon of small
amplitude that is damped more slowly. As indicated in .
figure 1 the final effect, if the airplane is left tO it-
self?, is a small., practically constant rolling velocity
which, of course, could not be left uncorrectaxi in practice,
Tho resulting motion in r ,1s of similar chara,ctior
to that in p, hut it will be noted that the exponential
term which. increases slowly (i.e., the Ilspiral dive[* torn)
has a much larger coefficient; that the rapidly damped ox-
poncntial te~m has a “much small~r cooff3.cient (as would be
oxpoctod since this term is related to tho powerful damp-
ing of the wings in roll); that tho oscillatory term (frc-
quontly c~lled the ~lDutch roll!) term) has a. much groator
ampl.itudo. As indice,tod in figure 2, the final offoct, if
the airplano is loft to itself, fis a practically constant
yawing velocity much larger th~ the constant rolling vQ-
locity referred to in the procoding paragraph. ‘The con-
stant ynming velocity alSCI could not be left- uncorrected
in practice.
It IS important to note that the initial. disturbance
in roll Po % result= in a greater disturbance in yew” than
in roll after 1 second.
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While not greatly pertinent to the problen of two-
control operation, it is interesting to discuss the in}tial
free notion, and particularly the reason why, with an ini-
tial roll to the right, the initial yaw is to the left.
Originally when p = p. and 6 =v=r= o these are ob-
tained as the sole equations:
.
DP ‘~Po
Dr
~pPo “
‘ith ~, large and negative, the ~ositive motion in p
rapidly damps. At the same time vith
‘P smill and nega-
tive, r changes immediately from zero to a small nega-
tive value. Eventually t4e positive sideslip following on
the positive roll, mwes NTV so much larger than Npp
(’with p decreasing) that the swing or yaw is to the right.
These considerations are in a,Treemont with the motion ~hown
in figure 2.
Correlation of the Rolling Controlling Moment in
the Form Lo ett with Motion Due
to p.
It is impossible to say what a seat?ient pilot would
do with an air~la.ne of this type when confronted with an
initiaZ pure rolling velocity distur-oance. TO calculate
the very ‘*best” possible control effort by mathematical
methods seems a difficult task, and the result of such math-
ematical m~thods’ might lead to a complexity of motion of
the control stick that would be quite beyond the capacity
of a human pilot. !l?herefore, there is mucht o-be said “or
the introduction of a rolling control in the form. Loeti.
The effects of such a control are comparatively simple to
e~aluate. By the method of changing Lo and ~ it is
possible to study changes in power and changes in rate of
decrease of power quite flexibly. Again from physical
considerations, it is not unraasonablo to, imagine that,
faced with a violont roll, the pilot should. counteract
powerfully with the ailerons and gradually ease off the
stick as tho roll is checked and the airplane returns to
,.
an oven koelm
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In the original calculations memy values of Lo, and
t were tried, in the endeaYor to find the best correla-
tion between the ini.ti:~ldisturbance and the counteracting
action of the ailerons. It-was necessary, of course, not
only to secure the best correlation from considerations of
the motibn in p but also from considerations of the mo-
tion in r. (Similarly multiple and varied calculations
were carried out in all other cas~~ stud~ed and this mul-
tiplicity of calculation and s.elebtion of the best cornbincw
tion will in future ‘be taken for granted. )
As a result of these lengthy calculat-ions and the
plottiug of the corresponding curves, it was found that
the most suitable velues to, insert in the term Lo e’L
were:
T
‘o = - 1.609 .
The com~lete equation of motion in p taking both
the initial roll p. = 0.5 radian per second and the im-
pressed control into account, then becones
P = 0.00254 e0~0aeg6t + 0.496’7e-E”43.4at
-+ 0.0088e -0.47387t Cos (2.35095t + 1.4710)
r
1 -3t + 0QO017e- 1.609 .O.4025e o.02e90t - 0.4088e-5”4s4at
+ 0.0049e -o.47387t 1COS (Z.sbogst + 0.7784): . (I-3)
r = 0.0187’3e0” oaeget + 00014g5e-=.Asd=t
- 0.0371e-0”47387t cos (2.35095t - 0.4540)
,{
1da09et
- 1,609 - 0.007’7e-3t + 0.0125ed.
-.0.01230-5 *434at+0.0218e-0 “47387t cos (2.35095t-l.2035)
1
(1-4)
.
.
i
i
#
.
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The curves obtained fron these equations are” shown in
figures 3 and 4.
—
When equation (1-3) in p is exanined, it is seen
that :
(1) There iS & term 0o00254e0*02sget, which slowly
increases mith tin~. This is the spiral dive tern.
(2) ,Thore is a term due tO dcuzping in roll,
0.496% –5,*34a t which is so rapidly danped that it has
little inportan;e.
(3) There is a Dutch roll tern, a danped oscillation,
which danps nuch nore slowly than the roll
o.~oe8e-o.47387t COS (2.35095t + 1.4710)
.
.
‘The effect of tho inpressed control
-1.609e-3t, cS
further examination of equation (1-3) indicates, is to
provide:
(1) A tern,
-1.609 (0.0017)e0*028get =
-0.0027Ze0*0a8g6t, which is alnost precisely equal and
opposito to the spiral dive tern of the equation in p.
alone.
(2) A tqrn due to danping in roll,
-1.609 (-0.40S8)e-5*4342 ‘, which is so rapidly danped as
to bo of no inportanco.
(3) A term in Dutch roll, -1.609 (0.0049 )0-0 ”473s7t
cos(2.Z5095t+0.7784) = -0.0079e–0”473e7t cos(2.35095t+0.7784) ,
whose ar.iplitude iS alnost equal and opposite to the Dutch
roll tern in p alor.e.
o
(4) The ‘Iinpressed-nonen%” tern:
-1.609 (0.4025)e-3t,
which is very large at first but decreases rapidly
Reviewing the foregoing statements and conparing fig-
ures 1 and 3, it is seen that:
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The ‘effect of introducing the controlling moment
-1.609e - 3t is, first of all, to reduce p. to an initial
zero very much more rapidly, to remove the slowly incroas-
tng term, and to roduc~ the nmplitude of oscillation vir-
tually to the vanishing point.
The matching of the effect-s of p. and LooTt on
the motion has bean very successful.
In figuro 3 thero have been plotted tho results of
introducing an adverse yawing moinont- (sup~osod to accomp2.-
ny tho rolling momont of– tho nilorons) roprestintod by
o.2880*3t and the results of introducing a similar favor-
able yawing moment (likowiso supposed to accompany tho
rolling moment of -the nilerons). It is seen that naithor
tho adverse nor the favorable yalTing moment affects tho
motion in p very much.
lThon the equation (I-4) is oxaminod, it is observed
that :
(1) Thoro is a torrn, ().01873e0”028g6t, ~hich ln-
croases very slomly with time, behaving almost as a con-
stant.
(2) There is a term due to damping in roll:,
0.014950 -5.4342t Y which damps out so rapidly as to bo of.
negligible importance.
.—
(3) l’here is a Dutoh roll. term, -=0.03710-0 *473e7t
cos(2.35095t - 0.4540), which amounts to a damped oscil-
lation, tho damping occurring much more slowly than that
of th~ roll.
Tho improssod rolling moment -1.609e-3t is saen to
provide:
(1) A term,
-1.609(0.0125)e o.oae96t =
-0.0201 e0*0a’96!’, which is c..lmostequ.nl and opposite to
the spiral dive term.
(2) A term due to damping in. roll,
-1.609 (-0. !3123)e-5*434a t = 0.0198e–6D434*t, which damps
out too rapidly to be of any importance.
.—
.
.
—.
—
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[3) A Dutch roll tern, -1.609 (0.0218 )e-0”47367t
cos(2.35095t-l. 2035 =
-0.0351e-0”473s7t cos(2.35095t-l. 2035).
This torn reinforces, to a cartain extent, the Dutch roll
tern due to p but the phaso difference nullifies
this increase %0 ~~~e~xtent.
(4) An impressed-nonent torn, -1.609 (-().0077)e-3t =
0.0124e-3t, which danps out rapidly and is always relative-
ly snail.
It is also interesting to conpare the curves of figure
2 and the solid curve of figure 4.
—
It ‘will be seen that the application of a siuple roll-
ing nonent
-1.609e-3t . produces excellent correlation.
The n.axinun anplitude of the notion in r is reduced to
ahou% oae-fourth the naxinun ar.plitude in r due to pn
.-
. alone. The residual tern in r disappears, and the an~
plitude.of the oscillation ’is reduced to negligible pro-
portions. Recovery in r nay be considered very satis-
. factory.
The dashed curves of figure 4 QISO indicate that the
introduction of %oth favorable and adverse yawing nove-
nents is actually detrir~ental to the ‘notion in re
The curves of figures 5 and 6 throw further light on
the subject. In these charts are shown the effects of an
inpressod rolling nonent of -1.609e - 3t acting alone, on
the notion in p and r. It will be seen that the im-
-.
pressed rolling monent gives curves for p and r sini-
lar in character to the curves in p and r under p.
alone (after the naximum displacements in p “and r un-
der the inpressed nonents have been obtained).
For this particular case of an airplane with sone de-
gree of spiral instability, it follows the=efore, that
with an initial disturbing motion p., application of a
sinple rolling nonent of the charact~r Lo ett will give
excellent correlation and bring quick recovery Of motions .
in both p and r. The application of the aileron in ex-
ponential fashion rapidly brings into being what may be
called ~ IIvirtual initial disturbancell in ‘ol%* Thi&”vir-- - – ;
tual initial disturbance acts in opposite but similar . _
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fashion to the original initial iLi~tur%ance ffi roll and
thus the two annul each other.
. . .
Correlation of a Yawing Controlling Moment in
. .
the Form Noent. with Motion Duo to p.
A systematic investigo,tion was made of the effects of
introducing pure “rudder control in an attempt t~ couter~.
act the off-ect of an initial .disturbanco
PO 9 giTing n
succossivoly, tho vml~~s n = (), n = -1, n = .-2, n = -~,
n = -4. It was very quickly f%und thmt the ogly possibil-
ity of correlation was when n WnS nado cqud to
-3 or
-4, and that tho other values could he discarded. Th o
complete Qquations of motion %ocoDo:
For n : - 3
.
= 0.002540 o.0269ety
-o.47387t
+ 0.0088e
F
-5.434at. .
+ 0.A967e
cos(2.:55095t’ + 1.4’710)
-I-No
- c,0400e-3t
L
+ oo(30”05~000aag.=t. + t),05~”&3-=”434at
- &05930-o”47387t cos(2.35095t -I-1.3786) 1
r = 0.018730 °”02896t + 0.01495 e-5-4342t
.,.
- 0.0371e–oo47387t cos(2.3509”5% - 0.4540)
r
+ No’1- 0.2555e-3t + C).0044e0”0a*g6t -s.434at+ 0.0016s
+ 0.2938e -o.=47387t cos(2.35095t-- cl.5519)1
,
.
(1-5)
(I-6)
)
I . ,
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Fern =-4
p= o.oo254e0”oa8g6t + oe4Cj67e-s.434ak
-+ 0.0088e ‘0.47387t cos(2.35095t + l_.4710)
[
—.
-4t + 0.0005e+ No
- 0.0879e o.oa6Q6t + 0.08g3e-6.dsd2t
q 000564e-o*47387t 1cos(2.35095t +“1.5399) I
J
(Iu7)
r = 0.01837 e046a8”t + 0.01495 e-’”434at
- 0.0371e-0”47367t cos(2.35095t - 0.4540)
[
-At + oo0037e+ No
--0.2265e 0.02896t + o.ofj27e-5.434at
+ 0.2392 e-0” 473a7t cos(2~35095t - 0. Z904)1 (I-8)
-4t
The motion in y under the influence of Noe
alone is shown in figure 7, and the motion in r under
—
the influence of I?oe- 4t alone is shown in figure 8.
When considering this particular correlation of rud-
der action with an initial disturbance J?., there arises
innediatoly a difficulty in regard to the orders of magni-
tude of the two motions in p and r, As can be readily
seen fron t“he equations and curves:
(1) In the notion due to p. alone, the values in
P are far greater than the values in r.
(2) In the notion due to Loe%t alone, the values
in p are far greater than the values in r.
(3) In the notion due to I?oent alone, the values
in p are far less than the values ‘in r.
This difficulty is, of course, a significant and un-
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fortunate circumstance from the point-of! two-central o~er-
ation.
When equation (1-3) for the notion in p under p.
- 3*and rolling moment -1.609e is studied, It 2s readily
seen that the oscillations are roughly in phase, and that
both the terms in e0.02896t and the oscillations are
very nicely correlated.
When consideration is given to equations (I-5) and
(I-7) and comparison is also made of-the curve s.Qffigures
1 and ‘7, a fundamental dissimilarity is seen in the motion
due to PO and that due to Noent. ‘The rudder introduces
nainly an oscillation and n motion that is not in phase
with the motion due to poo Also the rudder-has too small
o, coefficient to Hatch the term in eo.oaa96** Eonce, as
can be seen from figure 9, the combined motion in p, due
to PO and the rudder, is not much ‘better from recovery
considerations than the p motion due to pa alone.
When equationti (I-6) and (1-8) and figures 2, 8, and
10 aro c.11 taken into consideration, it is seen that tho
action of the rudder in removing the disturbance in r duo
to PO is quite ineffective Even when the value of No
is made fairly small, the rudder introduces undesirable
magnitudes of disturbances in yaw.
TFhen the rudder is used in exponential fashion to cor-
rect the Dotion in p duo tO Po, it improves this motion
very little, if at all, and it actually increases the os-
cillations i.nyaw without removing the residual term.
Th,ere is a fundamental lack of correlation between the mo-
tion impressed by the rudder and the motion due to the ini-
tial PO “ Practically the only %enefici.al effect of the
rudder, when used in this manner, is that it brings tho
motion in p to an initial zero more quickly than when
the airplane is left to itself.
Correlation of a yawing Controlling Moment in the Form
Noent = -e-4t with Motion in p Due to r.
The solutions of the equations of motion in p are:
.
.
.
.
.,
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Motion in .-p due ‘to
‘o = 0.25 radian per second
..
,-
P = 0.0005 eo*o?S95t” - 0.03204 e-5”4342t
+ 0.0595e ‘0”47307t cos(2;35095t - lkO138)
l:otion in p due to yawing moment -o-4t
p=- 060005e0.0aE96t .- 0.0893e-5”434.St ~.. =
.-
+ 0.05640 –0.47367t -4tcos(2.35095t + 1.5399) + 0.0879e
(I-9)
— ..
(1-10)
Figure 11 illustrates the motion in .p due t’o r. .
0~25 radian por second and also the motion due to r. =
0.25 radian per second combined with the imp-ressed Ya~fng ___
moment -e- 4t l Figure 7 shor:s the motion in p under
-.
~7 4t alone.
Examination of the solution p. under r. = 0.25 radi-
.
an per second alone shows the.t it contains:
(1) A spiral dive tern, o ooo5eo.oa896t which in-
creases so slowly in the first 6*seconds that it beha’vos
as n const,ant.
(2) A tern due to ~nping in roll, -0.032040-5 ”434at ,
which danps out so rapidly that.it has no importance?
- (3) A Dutch roll tern, 0.0595e-6”47387t cos(2.35095t
- 1.0138), which represents a“damped oscillation, the ~amp-
ing occurring at q Ue.dium rate;
.—
The effect of the impressed yawing monent -4t-e. is
to provide:
(3.) A tern,
-0.0005 e0”0a8’6t, which exactly nulli-
fies the spiral dive %er.m.
(2) A term, -0.0893 e–5”434=t, which nagnifies the
tern-due to danping in roll, but which damps out very rap-
idly.
,
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(3) A tern, 0.0564 ~-0”47367t CO S(2.35095t + 1.5399),
which, to a very great f3xtent, nullifies the Dutch roll
bocauso of the difference in phasq.
(4) An impressed~nonont ter~, 0.08790-4t, which
damps out- very rapidly.
It is quite clear that the motion in p under ro
is of very si~ilar character to tho notion in p under
Noont, hence tho offoctiveness in ha’st-ening recovery in
P by using rudder control alone when the initial disturb-
ance is in r,
Correlation.of a yawing Controlling Moment in the Form
Noent = -e-4t with Motion in r Due to ‘
‘o
The solutions of the equations-of notion are:
— ,
Motiou in r due t-o
‘o = 0.25 radian .per second
r = 0.0037 e0”oasgst -0,001 Qe-5”434a~_
—
‘0.47387t
+ 0.25229 cos(2.35095t + 0.1977) (1-11)
l!otion in r due to -e-4t
r =
- 0.00370°;028’st - 0.0027 e-5”434at
- 0.2392e-o”473a7t
These notions
are illustrated in
cos(2,35095t -I-0.3903) +–O.2265e ‘4t (1-12)
and t-he conposiie of the two notio?ls
figures 8 and 12.
Examination of the solution for r under r. = 0.25
radian per second., alone, shows that it– contains!
(1) A spiral dive term, 0.0037e0f028g5t, which
increases so slowly that it behaves as a con~t:ant in the
first 6 seconds.
..
8
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(2) A t“crm tiu6-to d~mping in--roll, =().O()l()ti-s~A~A~t,
which decreases so rapidly that-it has no impel-tanco~
“ (3) A Dutch roll term, 0.25220- 0”473s7t cos(2.35095t
+ 0.1977), which represents a damped oscillation~
The effect of
Vido:
(1) A ter~,
teracts the spiral
(2) A term,
the improssod yawing nonent is to pro-
-0,@037eO:O=S96t, which exactly coun-
diye term.
-0.002’7e-5”4=42t. which reinforces the
original term due to damping in roll, but ‘which danp~-out
very rapidly.
(3) A term, -OC.23g2e–0.47387t cos(2.35095t + 0.3903),
which counteracts the Dutch roll to a large extent (because
of the snail difference in phase and opposite signs.).
.-——
(4) An inpressed-uonent tern, 0.2265e-4t, which
danps out very rapidly but still has importance because of _
the nagnttude of the coefficient.
The notion duo to the yawing noment -e-4t is simi-
lar in character to that due to r. ~ and hastens the re-
covory in r from the initial disturbance ro. If there
is a disturbance r., an appropriate rudd.or’control will
therefore hasten recovery in both p and r.
Correlation of the Motion DUO to an Initial Disturbance
r. = 0.25 radian por second, with That Due to
Inpressod Rolling Moment, Lo ett
BY a comparison of the solutions for p and r under
an initial disturbance r. with thoso duo to inprossed
rolling moments, it was found that’ apparently no choice of
values for Lo and L in tho rolling-noment control
~oot t succoedod in reducing the fiotions in p and r due
to
‘o to any approciatle extent. I’inally values of Lo
and ~ wore chosen to obtain agroenont in phase and to
nake p vanish at t = 6. !Theso values are Lo = - 1.997
and. 1 = - 3.
.-
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, Figure 13 shows the effect of this control on the mo-
tion in p due to the disturhanco in ro. There fmllows
an analysis of the solution, term by term.
Figure 14 shows the effect of ..this control. on the no-
‘tion iti r due to the disturbance in ro. A term-by-term
analysis is given,
Examination of the solution for p under ro alone
shows that it contains the following!
(1) A term, 0tOCI0.5e0”028g6t, the spiral dive term,
which increases so slowly in the first- 6 seconds that it
behaves as” a constant.
(2) A tern due to damping in roll, -0.0-3200-5”4342t,
tvhtch damps out too rapidly to ]e of any importance.
(3) A Dutch roll tm’m, 0,0595e-0”473s7t cos(2.35095t
1.0138), which represents a danped oscillation, the da13p- .
i.ng occurring at a nediun rate.
Tho effect of the in-presged rolling monent, -3 t
.
-l*997e
is to provide:
(1) A term, -0.0034 e0”028g!t, which reverses the
direction “of the spiral dive and increases it in magnitude.
(2) A term, 0.8163 e-5”4342.t, which rev-ers~s the
original roll and greatly increases its magnitude. Alt-
hough it d~mps out very rapidly, it is of some Itiportance
because o~its large coefficient.
(3) A tierm, -0. f)098e-0-47387t cos(2.3EC195 + 0.7784),
which combats. the Dutch roll but only to a small extent
because of the difference .i~ coefficients and the diffor-
once in.phase (o,pproximr.tely .-lT/2)c
(4) An impressed-mom~nt term, -0.8038Q-3t, ~thich
damps out atg rather r~pid rate, but is ofimportance be-
cause of its large coofficiont. This term producos a no-
tion oyposite iO that- produced by the original yatiing’”dis-
turbance.
—
-.
Tho general effect of the impressed rolling moment is,
therefore, to rovorso tho uottion in p and b- increa.so
its magnitude.
—
—
.
.
. B
‘.
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Examination of the solution for r under r. alono
shows that it contains :
oooo3700.02896t(1) A term, . s tho spiral dive term,
which incroascs so slow~y as to behavo as ~ constant dur-
ing the first 6 seconds.
(2) A term, -0.0010 e-s”434’t, the term due to damp-
ing in roll, which decreases so rapidly that it has no im-
portance.
---
(3) A Dutch roll term, 0.2522e–0”47387t cos(2.35095t
-1-0.19’77), which represents a damped oscillation.
The effect of the impressed rolling moment, -1.997e-3t,
is to provide:
(1) A term, ‘0.0250e0*o=sQ6t, which reverses the
direction of the spiral dive and greatly increases its magm
nitude.
(2) A term, 0.0246 e-’”434at, which reverses the di-
rection.of the term due to &anping in roll and increases
it greatly in magnitude. However, this term damps out very
rapidly.
(3) A term, 000436 e-0” 4738’t CO S(2.35095t - 1.2035),
which increases the Dutch roll hut only to a small extent,
mainly because of the difference In phase (almost lT/2).
(4) An impressed-moment term, -0.0154e-3t, which
damps out rather rapidly.
Tho general effect of the impressed moment, -l;9970-3t
on the original motion in r under
‘o = 0.25 radian per
second is to shift it slightly to the opposite direction
but to fail completely to reduce its magnitude.
-.
It is possible that the foregoing correlation could be
improved upon.by further experimental plotting. Careful .
comparison oi’ the equations, however, does not give much
hope of better correlation. The disparity in the charac-
ter of the two sets of equations is too grea$’~
Thus comparison of the equations in p indicates
that , when the e0.0=S96t terms are of comparable magni-
tude, the oscillatory term due to ro- is’fsb? too large.
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Comparison of the equations in r also indicates
that, when the ~o. oaeset terms are of comparable magni-
tude, the oscillatory term due to r. is far too large.
The use of. a contrql of the ty~e Lo e~t does not
seem to lend itself..to recovery from an initial disturba-
nce of the type ro.
11 - GALCULAT30NS Z’OR THE BRISTOL ‘;FIGETERIIAT 0°
ANGLE OF ATTACK WITH STABLE CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristics of t~e Bristol lIFighterllAirplane
The Bristol “Tighter 1’airplane, as described in refer-
ence 2, was select-ed for these calculations mainly because
it is one of the few airplanes in the world whose lateral.-
Stability derivatives are known. Its characteristics at
a= 0° are as follows:
Weight. . . . . . . . 2,850 lb.
Wing area . . . . . . . 405 Sq. ft.
Semispan . . . . . .. 19.7 ft.
Chord. . . . . . . . . 5.5 ft.
mkX= . . . . . . . . . 1,700 Slug-ft.a
mkya . . . . . . . . 1,700 Slug-ft.a
mkza . . . . . . . . . 2,900 slug-ft.2
v . . . . . . , . . . 163 ft./see.
U. . ,. . ,0 l , ,. 163 ft./see.
To , . ., . . . . . . 0 ft./see.
e. s. . . , . . . . -15° = - 0.26L8 radian
Yv . . . . . . . . . . -0.326
Yr-uo l . . . . . ., -162.6
.
f
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Yp+ylo .,, . . . . . . .
. h. = . . . ...=....
%?”..”””.”.”.
Lo . . . . . . . . . .
NV .. . . ... . . . . .
‘P””.””...’”
Nr . . . . . . . . . . .
Gliding-flight conditions with
*1*70
-0.091
-16.80
2.11
0.028
+0. 371
-0.635
chord axes were em-
ployed. The value of 00 is negative for this condition
with the chord axis 15° %elow the horizontal and lying
along the glide path.
The roots of the discriminant equation are: _
Al = -o* 0474
Aa = -16P79
A= =
-0~4605 + 2.240i
A4 =
-0.4605 - 2.2403..
showing the airplane to he stable under this condition of
flight. —
Correlation of an Initial Disturbance PO with am
Inpressed Rolling Moment of the Form LoeTt and
with an Impressed Yawing Moment of
the I’orm No ent
With an initial disturbance Po = 1 radian per second,
various impressed rolling moments, and various impressed
yawing noments were investigated as in section I. The so-
lutions of the equations of motion and the matching of terms
in the commosite solutions were carried out in the SCLEIO
fashion as-in section I. Owing to the similarity of tho
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~,70rli,it seems suffi~.ont- to reproduce merely tho curves
of the best results obtained as in figu?os 15 and 16, 17itlz-
out going into the details of the matching of terms.
The solutions of the equations were as fallows:
. .
. .
Free motion after p.
p= Po f
o*~o~~e-o.0474t + o,9989e-ls.79t
L.
+ 0.0138e -o.4e05t cos(2,.24f)t.i- 1.4761) 1J
r
= Po 0.0101E3-0”0474t + o,0222e-16=79t
L
- o.022!3e-o”4f305t cos(20240t - 0.177’7) 7
J
Motion due to Loezt where t = - 5
p = Lo r0.0832e-5t + 0.00002a-Q”0474k
L
- 0.0847e –16.79ti-+ oooo27e-o.46@5t
cos(2.240t + 1.0191) 1
[
-5t + 0,(30210r = Lo 0.0050e -o.0474t” -
- 0oO019e-16”7gt -- Q.0066e-o”4605t
cos(2.240t - 0.5375) 1
J
Motion due to No ent where n = - 5
p = No
[
0.0160e-5t
-+ 0.00009e -o.0474t
16.7!3t
+ 0.0063~– - 0.081k-c*4sc=t
cos(2.240t + 1.2919) 1
(11-1)
(II-2)
(11-4)
.
—
.
(11-93)
.
(11-5)
.
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Motion due to Noent where n = - 5 (cont.)
r = No
[
-0.1868e–5t + 0.0063e-0”0474t
+ 0.00015e -le.791j + o.1927e -o.460f5t
cos(2.240t - 0.3603) 1 . (11~6)
I’rom figure 15 it is seen that the free motion in 3?
due to Po is of the well-damped oscillatory character. .
When the rolling-moment control --5e- ‘t is superimposed
on this, the motion in p is very much improved and prac-
tically disappears at the end of 6 seconds. From figure 16
it is seen also that the motion in r is very much im-
proved by the application of the pure rolling contro~.
When a yawing-moment control 0.1538e-5t was applied
(uith a positive value of No owing to tha fact that the
signs of the oscillatory term are reversed as the cornpnta-
tions indicated), the character of the composite motion in
P was very good indeed, with potierful damping~ and virtual
disanmearance of the motion at the end of 6 seconds,
- .
But the mobion in r was scarcely improved by the im-
pressed yawing moment, AS can te,seen, the oscillations
“ were flattened out, but the yawing moment did not counter-
balance a practically constant (because so S1OV1Y damped)
term in spiral dive.
The conclusion is, that for ~ stable airp~~e also~ ~
initial disturbance in roll C- be very well handled hy a
pure ail’eron control applied in exponential. fashion hut
cannot readily be disposed of %y exponential application
of the rudder.
Correlation of the Motion Due to an Initial
Disturbance with an Impressed Rolling Moment tt
‘o
Lo e
and with an “Impressed Yawing Moment Noent
It is seen from figure i7 the.~ the motion in’ p is
greatly improved by -bhe application-of the rudder. On the
other hnnd, the sole effect of the enormous rolling couP~e ““ ‘- “-
(which could not actually be supplied ]Y the ailerons) ‘s
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to produce a poworful motion in p in the opposite ilfroc-
tion at the start and then to givo a motion in p which
is substantio,lly similar to tho frwo motion in y.
With an initial disturbance r. = 1 radian per sec-
ond, and an impressed yawing monent -5e-5t , thero f~
very approcia%lg hastening of- tho recovory. (Sot fig.
180) The period of oscillation is shortened and tho damp~”
is much greater.
On tho other hand, tho application of an enormously
poworful rolling couple
-52.1667c-5 k leaves the motion
in r substantially the same as the free motion,
For a stable airplme, with an initial disturbance
r.s a pure rudder control applied in oxponenti.o,l fashion
will hasten recovory in both p and r. The aileron con-
trol ao applied has very littlo effect on recovory in ei-
ther p or r. ‘
III - CALCULATIONS FOR THE BRISTOL IIFIGBTERIIAT 16°
ANGLE OF ATTACK WITH UNSTABLE CHARACTERISTICS
The. stability derivatives at a = 16° are as follows:
v... . . .. . . . . . . 7490 ft.jsoc.
U. . . .* . . . . . . . ‘71.1 ft./sf3c.
ITo ..* . . . . . . . 40.4 ft./sot.
00 l . . l . . ..* . 4.550 = 0.0791 radian
Tv l . . . . . . . . . . . 0.14-1
Yr-uo . . ... . . . . -70,91
‘Y .t-wo * l . .’. . . , 20.10
Lv.e . . . . . . . . . -0.106
Lp , . . l . . . . . . . -5t44
—- —
Lr . . . . , . . . . . . 5.00
. .
.
.
.
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NT.. , . . l . . . . . . 0,003
‘P “ “ “- ““ “ “ ““ “
-0.092
N= . . . . . . . . . . . 0.204
Tho glide path is 11.55° to the horizontal.
The roots of the discrininantal equation are:
Al = O. 2346
Aa = -5.079
A3 = -,0.2664 + 0.9851i
A4 = -0.2664 - 0.9851i
25
so that tho airplane at this angle of attack has some d“eu
grce of spiral instability.
Tho froc motions in p and r ar= illustrated- in ..
figures 19 and 20 and by the following equations:
r
P = P. 10.00Ggeo*a346t
-6.079t
+ 1.0418e
L
- 0.1732e ‘0”266At cos(O.9851t - 1.2855) 1( 111-1)
J
= PO [0.0158 e@”a346t -5.079t
—
r + 0.0196e
L
- 0.0358e -0.2664t cos(O.9851t - 0.1542) 1( 111-2)
j
The free motion. due to an initial motion p. may be
characterized as follows:
(1) The motion due to damping in roll characterized
by the large negative root
-5.079 is so heavily damped
that it may be practically neglected.
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(2) The increasin~ tern po(0.0158e0”a345t) in the
r motion is larger than the increasing term
po(0.0069e 0“234et) in the p“ motion.
—.
.(3) The oscillatory tern in the r notion has
snaller amplitude than the oscillatory term in the p Do-
tion.
(4) In the first 2 seconds for the notion in p the
inportamt, term is the o~cillatory tern, while for the mo-
tion in r tho important tern is that due to tho positive
real root4
(5) The initial notion p. produces an inportant
disturbance in r.
Oonparison of’ the various, equations, and plotting of
curves Dot included in. the present report led to the SO-I
lection of t = - 3, Lo = -- 3.2857 as giving tho lest
correlation. While there is at first a reversal of.th.e
sign of p (as shown in fig. 19), tho increasing tern
conto,iuing ~C.2346t is evidently powerfully counteracted,
and tho maGnitudo of tko oscillati on is greatly dccroasod.
I’iguro 20 indicates that tho vqlues seloc%od for Lo
and 1 also eli.ninato the motion in r rapid”ly and coc-
plotoly.
The notion in r is originally a dorivativo of the
initial notion po. If Lo ett counteracts the disturb-
ance in p due to po, it should therefore counteract
the effect of p. in producing r, just as the curves
indicate. In other words, an aerodynamic coupling” of th~’
same character exists between p. and r, as between
Loet t and r.
The value of No = - 0.0970 (with n = - 3) was se-
lected to nake the value of p = O at t = 6. The appli-
cation.of yatving nonent has little effect on the charac-
ter of the notion in p aS indicated by “the curvo of fig-
uro 19*
It is apparent f~on figure 20 that, if the notion in
r due to p. hr,s bo.cn satisfactorily opposed by ~oott,
.
.
--
.
.
, ,
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tho introduction of a yawing nomont is actually detrimen-
tal.
Froo Motion with Initial Disturbance r. = 1
Radian per Second.
The equations of notion are:
r
>=ro
1
0.298e””a348t - 0.678e–5.07gt
+ l@65~e-o.2664t
1
COS(X-y) (0.9851t - 1.3384) ‘
r
r =
‘o I 0.678e0-a346t - 0.0128e-5*079tL
+ 0~3423e-0”2064t cos(O.9851t - 0.2071) 1
J
.—
(III-3)
(111-4)
The free motion “in p due to r. indicates decided.
instability but with the oscillatory term ,nuch more power-
ful in relation to the tern produced by the positive real
root.
The free motion in r due to To indicates decided
instability, with the tern due to the positive real root
so predominant as to mask the oscillatory tern.
The motion in is Hell disposed of since the tern
due to the positive ~eal root is eliminr.ted, and ‘the oscil-
lation is strongly reduced in magnitude as shown in figUre
21.
As shown in figure 22, the selection of No = - 4.239
and n =- 4 after experimental calculations (based on the
idea that the positive real root should be eliminated) VaS
particularly fortunate. The notion in r disappears very
rapi&ly.
As indicated by the equations, the value of Lo to be
enployed. in, order to nake ~ impression on the notion in r
due to the positive real tern has to be enormous.-– With .Lo
nado equal to
-85.467, the notion in r is improve@ by
‘partial counteracting of the constantly increasing tern,
%ut the dangerous oscillation persists. (See fig. 22. )
\
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At the same time, when Lo e~t is used to make a par-
tial recovery in tlue r notion due to ro, a tiery unde-
sirable increase in the p notion is evidenced~
It is again evident that for a disturbance PO, there
is ready correlation with a control of the type Lo e~t but
Q~ with a control. of the type Noent. On the other hand,
with an initial disturbance
‘o ‘ there is ready correl-a-
tion with a ru~der control applied exponentially, but very
difficult correlation with a pure rolling coPtrol so ap- “
pl~od.
DI”SCUS610N
The investigation prosentcd in this noto may perhaps
bo criticized on the following grounds:
—
(1) That the introduction of controls following ox-
poncntial laws is of an arbitrary character and that a
.
skilled pilot might find better aethods of introducing
puro aileron or puro rudder controls with moro floxibiiity “ .
in ncoting varying conditions.
.-
(2) That tho e.ircraft omplo~-od aro not of modorn do- ‘
sign.
— —
(3) That with “more expcrienco wit-h calculations of
this sort noro appropriate VP,lUCS for tho inprossod con- ..
trols night havo been found.
The rojoindors night...bo:. _. _
(1) That it is practically impassible to covor natho-
nr.tically all possible rumipulations of tho controls. That
tho conccptian o.f.an inprasscd coatrol l~ith rapid docroa.sc
in pcwor is physically d.ofcnsiblo, simple, &Z~L cIoSe tO r--
manipulation whit:. night well bo adoptod by a pilot. It iS .
n bettor conception thma ono of const%mt COUPICS adoptod by
3ritish writers, though perhaps in~griorto the i.L~a of
constant couplos appropriately cut off. Also those c~po-
.
—
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,, nential controls have been shown as actually hastening re-
covery, or annulling instability.
(2) That it is not necessary that the airplanes be
of nod.ern design.” It is sufficient that the derivatives
and their ratios be of a reasonable character.
(3) “That while better values night have been found
with node experience, an enornous range of variations in
both’ the coefficient and the exponent of the inpressed
.“
controls was. covered in the investigation.
.
.
(4) T&at while the calculations are enpirical and
not in generalized form, it cannot be quite an accident
that the sane gen”erdl conclusion emerges fron case after
ca”sO. Also’the physical conception of rudder to oppose
turn’, atleron to, oppose roll, is in no way violated.
.,
.
“CONCLUSIONS
.
.
,
.
l
.
.
The.lpborious an”d lengthy conputati-ons ha~e lend”to the
fo-llowing conclusions:
,<
(1) Controls that are exponential functions of tine,
and decreasein intensity with tine, are admissible in the
etudy of two-control operation or of control action in
‘general.
(2) IVpressed couples ‘following an exponen%i~l la; -G-
can actually”be Dade to hasten recovery or to counteract
instability. ~ “
.
(3) For a sinple initi&l disturbance of the type ‘
‘POs the appropriate, exponential control id’ one in roll-
(4) For an initinl disturbance of the type PO, cor-
relation with an fnpressed “exponential .control in yaw iS
difficult.
.’
(5) Where ,tho qxponenti~l control a.pproQriate to a
distur~cmce is one in roll, neither adverse nor favorable
“ yawing nonents of the ailerons are desira.%leti
(6) ‘ For ~ sinplo initial disturbance of the tfi~ ~0~ - ‘“-
the appropriate exponential control is one in yaw.
t,
,
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(7) For an initial disturbance of=the type ro,
correlation with an inpressed exponential control in roll
is difficult.
(8] These deductions are applicable to airplanes not
departing greatly from the conventional, whether sta%le or
slightly unstable.
(9) Where initial disturbances are conplex in char-
acter, as they nay well %e, it would be difficult to se-
cure correlation with one type of exponential control.
(10) Even if circular flight is achieved by two-
control–oyeration , ‘designer& ofi two-control aircraft
should guard against the possibility that two-control op-
eration nay seriously impair the ability to hasten recov-
ery or counteract instability. ~his drawback “tiould be
particularly serious at or near the stall.
Daniel Guggeahei.n Sc~ol of Aeronautics,
New York University,
New York, N. Y., July 1937.
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